Systemic Anti-White Bias in Western Media
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## 0. Intro

No words, just a selection of evidence (I’ve tried to avoid repeating articles/evidence). The purpose of this article is to demonstrate that the West is systemically anti-White, as far from systemically "White supremacist" as possible.

All images available here: [https://imgur.com/a/ArWRH5W](https://imgur.com/a/ArWRH5W)  
and here: [https://mega.nz/folder/dYRnFSxY#WFBnjZph2mbs5NoscWEczg](https://mega.nz/folder/dYRnFSxY#WFBnjZph2mbs5NoscWEczg)
1. General Anti-White media montages

- The Unbearable Whiteness of History
- The unbearable whiteness of success tips on the internet...
- Ain’t I a Woman? The Unbearable Whiteness of Allies
- The unbearable whiteness of the mainstream: should we eliminate, or celebrate, bias in bioethics?
- The unbearable whiteness of cycling
- The Unbearable Whiteness of Intersectionality
- The unbearable whiteness of travelling
- The Unbearable Whiteness of Fandom and Fan Studies
- The unbearable whiteness of teaching
- The unbearable whiteness of class: towards an intersectional reading of poverty discourses in Brexit Britain
- The Unbearable Whiteness of Hollywood
- The Unbearable Whiteness of Bioethics: Exhorting Bioethicists to Address Racism
- Newt and the Unbearable Whiteness of the GOP
- Tracey Thorn: the unbearable whiteness of Britpop
- The Unbearable Whiteness of Liberal Media
- The Unbearable Whiteness of the American Left
- The Unbearable Whiteness of Green
- The Unbearable Whiteness of Indie
White women told to stop the ‘cultural appropriation’ of wearing ‘Cupid’ EARRINGS because they are the result of ‘oppression and exclusion’ of people of color.

Stereotypical Things White People Do and What We Can Do Instead

Check Your Privilege: Clothes White People Shouldn’t Wear

Want to Heal Yourself from ‘Toxic Whiteness’? This Class Can Help

Ask a New Yorker: Is it Wrong for White People to Wear Combrangs?

‘Blazing Saddles,’ a comedy about stupid white people, is on Netflix

Kumail Nanjiani's ‘The Make-Up’ about a white man who dresses as a black man.

How to Plan a Wedding as a White Person Without Appropriating

Stupid White People

Dear White People: This is not a ‘joke’

White People, Please Stop Telling Stories from Other Cultures

staff white people think yoga, tacos and pretending the white supremacy that fuels cultural appropriation doesn’t exist

Here Are A Few Things White People Seem To Be Really Confused About

White men have nothing to complain about

White men: The tears of your fathers

The Oscars Are Way Too White, Again

17 Deplorable Examples Of White Privilege

White men must be stopped: The very future of mankind depends on it

The allure of white men in the music industry

Azealia Banks vs Iggy Azalea: ‘Privileged white people shouldn’t steal hip-hop’

‘Two of hip-hop’s biggest female stars have come to public blows over race. Reni Eddo-Lodge explains why this hip-hop battle is so much bigger than just two women.

8 Signs Your Yoga Practice Is Culturally Appropriated - And Why It Matters

Why White People Shouldn’t Impose Their Feelings Into Conversations on Race

Why I’m no longer talking to white people about race

Why we need to talk about the fact that the catwalks are still too white

Why white guys shouldn’t be writing Native stories

What’s Going on With America’s White People?

Why I Wouldn’t See 12 Years a Slave With a White Person

I Don’t Know What to Do With Good White People

Geographers Warn We Shouldn’t Use Research Conducted By Straight White Men

Professors Want Academy To Stop Citing Straight White Men

Racism

Why white people need to stop saying ‘namaste’

17 Foods That White People Have Ruined

‘Dear White People’ Director Has Message For White Viewers: ‘Welcome To The Revolution’

Prof: ‘Some white people may have to die’

Beyond Pre-Choice: The Solution to White Supremacy Is White Abortion

Befriending Becky: On The Imperative Of Intersessional Solidarity

Racist White Women: An American Legacy

Grenfell row as Labour MP suggests ‘white, upper-middle class man’ should not have been hired to lead inquiry

Tim Roxborough’s travel bugs: Why white men shouldn’t hire motorbikes on Southeast Asian holidays

White people gleefully reenacting colonialism because, to no one’s surprise, they’re still colonizers

“We’re all just different!” How intersectionality is being colonized by white people

“White is just wrong for skin — a kind of mutation, as though some new pigment was missing from birth, it looks instead”

Matthew Paris

A Complete Breakdown of Black People’s Fears

After March, A Letter To White Women

Green Day blame rise of Trump on stupid white people

Michael Eric Dyson wants white people to pay ‘individual reparations’ for slavery

5 Great Reasons Why White Women Should Not Wear Black Hairstyles

Eight Rules For White People Who Like Hip-Hop

University: Help, our campus is too white

18 Things White People Seem To Not Understand (Because, White Privilege)

35 Questions Black People Have For White People

Stereotypical Restaurants Shared For Serving Ethnic Food: It’s Cultural Appropriation

Olive Garden: Italian Is Not a Stereotypical Dish

American television is too white. Lacks representation
2. Overtly anti-White Leftist publications
Why Some White People Don’t See White Privilege
Some people take white privilege as a moral accusation against them.

Spur: Buckling Under White Pressure
People can be good, the Spur CEO, Tilly, tells them.

How White People Should Write About Ferguson

An Open Letter to My White Biz Besties

I Sometimes Don’t Want to Be White Either

Do Latino Businesses Pander to White Customers?

White Fragility Is Racial Violence

Let’s Get Rid of the Term ‘White Privilege’

Learning White-American History

‘SNL’ Warns White People Won’t Be Calling The Shots For Long

White Supremacy and Devaluation of African [Heritage] Lives

Bill Maher Is Tired Of White People Self-Righteously Crapping On Themselves
“It’s a perverse sort of narcissism.”

White America, Wake The F*ck Up. The Deaths Of Alton Sterling And Philando Castile ARE Your Problem.

Irrelevant Things I Learned From White People That Increased My Social Capital

Study Shows Most White Americans Don’t Have Close Black Friends

11 Things White People Need To Realize About Race
Want to be an ally? Educate yourself.

White Millennials Explain What It Means To Be White In America, And You Should Listen
“We’ve never had to internalize what white people have done to us in America.”

White People, If You’re Not Part of the Solution, You’re Part of the Problem

Callused Hands: The Shrinking Working Class White Vote

Why Does My White Church Have to Talk About Race?

31 Things White People Should Culturally Appropriate
Pretty sure our problems started when white men decided to start "discovering" things.

- **Why Black People Are Allowed To Be Anti-White**
- **White People – Stop Comparing Racism to Other Systems of Oppression**
- **Why I’m Done Catering to White People**
- **Dear White People, Stop Thinking ‘Love’ Alone is Enough to End Racism**
- **It’s About Time To Raise The Standards For “Woke” White People**
- **Dear Ellen, Stop Promoting White People Who Do Literally Nothing**
- **Do All White People Really Suck?**
- **The ‘Dear White People’ trailer isn’t ‘racist’ to white people**
- **Why is Nude Just For White People?**
- **You Don’t Have To Be Racist To Be Racist**
  - **Dear White People, It’s Time You Understand Your Complicity in Racism**
  - **We Need to Talk about White People’s Responses to Trump’s Transgender Ban**
  - **Stop Excusing White People For Their Racism, They Know Better**
  - **When Will White People Stop White People-ing?**
  - **White People With Dreadlocks Should Be Left Alone**
  - **White People Who Get Uncomfortable When You Bring Up Race Might Just Be Racist**
3. “Everything is racist” (especially all White people)

Discussing race in the classroom: 'Are all white people racist'?
Science Says Babies as Young as 6 Months Can Be Biased Against Different Races

New research suggests babies as young as 6 months old show signs of bias against people of different races.

By Libby Ryan

How to raise anti-racist babies, according to psychology

Your child sees race, which means you need to discuss it. The good news is that discussions about race can reduce both children's and parents' levels of bias.
Greening race is racist

Color-Blindness is Counterproductive

Many sociologists argue that ideologies claiming not to see race risk ignoring discrimination.

*Colorblind* isn't the Goal

Pride in Not Seeing Race = White Privilege

Saying You 'Don't See Color' Is Actually Racist

We all see color, don't be ridiculous.

Colorblind Ideology is a Form of Racism

A colorblind approach allows us to deny uncomfortable cultural differences.

THE BLOG 05/23/2016  |  350 comments

How Colorblindness Is Actually Racist

Colorblindness: the New Racism?

Kawania Wooten's voice tightens when she describes the struggle she's having at the school her son attends. When his class created a timeline of civilization, Wooten saw the Greeks, the Romans and the Incas. But nothing was said about Africa, even though the class has several African American students.

Here's Why Refusing to 'See Color' Doesn't Actually Mean You're Not Racist

June 25, 2016 by Shea Collins

When you say you 'don't see race', you're ignoring racism, not helping to solve it

Zach Stafford

Race is such an ingrained social construct that even blind people can 'see' it. To pretend it doesn't exist is to ensure the experience of black people.

Why I Hate The Phrase “I don’t see color”

By Doni Festa

Do you say this phrase? Let me explain why I want you to stop.

Opinion: Dear ‘White Allies', Stop Saying That You ‘Don't See Color’

‘I Don’t See Race’ — Racial Colorblindness and Eradicating Racism

So-called ‘color blindness’ actually perpetuates racist attitudes, says Bill Johnson II. What will work to eradicate racism?

If you don’t see color, then you don’t see me.
White Flight is Racist, but so is Gentrification

White flight from reality: Inside the racist panic that fueled Donald Trump's victory
I live in a fly-over Indiana town. I assure you Donald Trump's economic policies didn't win him this election.

GHOSTS OF WHITE PEOPLE PAST: WITNESSING WHITE FLIGHT FROM AN ASIAN ETHNOBURB
If diversity is so important to liberal whites, why do they keep fleeing ethnically diverse suburbia?

ANJALI ENNESI | JUNE 25, 2016

White America is quietly self-segregating
Everyone wants diversity. But not everyone wants it on their street.
By Alice Chang | achen@nytimes.com | Jan 10, 2017 3:04am EST

How Early White Flight Drove Racial Segregation
A new study suggests that racial sorting might have occurred even without the discriminatory housing policies we knew bolstered segregation.

CARRIE KIM | MARCH 14, 2017

White Flight Never Ended
Today's cities may be more diverse overall, but people of different races still don't live near each other.
By ALANA SCHENS | JUNE 26, 2015

White flight followed factory jobs out of Gary, Indiana. Black people didn't have a choice
Residents who knew the ugliness of racial politics all too well blame automation, not immigrants, for the destruction and despair that Trump promised to fix.

Chinatown Is the Story of White Supremacy and Gentrification in L.A.

By JOHNNY COLEMAN | JUNE 20, 2017

Gentrification is Warfare...and definitely racist (part 1)
Black folks are being displaced all over America with barely a whimper...

Gentrification’s insidious violence: The truth about American cities
Too many claim white people are at risk in communities of color. Really, it’s those communities that are threatened.

DANIEL JUNE 6, 2017

Racism task force seeks return of displaced people to gentrified areas

By KAY S. IRVING | June 20, 2017

The Blossoming of Bed-Stuy: Is Gentrification Racist?
A Brooklyn author explores a neighborhood’s transformation and finds that many of the assumptions about it don’t quite fit.
By KAY S. IRVING | June 20, 2017

The White People Are Coming! 6 Signs Your Neighborhood Is Being Gentrified

By MICHAEL HERR | June 20, 2017
Cultural Appropriation is Racist

Why we don't have White History Month

A sociologist explains why it would be ridiculous.
By Julie Dornich-Frans | juliadornichfrans@gmail.com | Feb 23, 2019 9:00am CST

White Alabama High Schoolers Mark ‘Hispanic Heritage Month’ by Celebrating Racism

Halloween Is for Irish People Only; For Anyone Else, It’s Racist Cultural Appropriation

White People: I Don’t Want You To Understand Me Better, I Want You To Understand Yourselves

5 Reasons Why People of Color Cannot Appropriately White Culture in the US

February 28, 2016 by Rachel Kan

7 Ways ‘Honoring’ Other Cultures Is Really Cultural Appropriation

February 26, 2017 by Malisha Z. Johnson — Leave a Comment

Cultural Appropriation: When ‘Borrowing’ Becomes Exploitation

Nesrine Malik

It’s Halloween - time to bring out the ‘cultural appropriation’ scare stories

How to Avoid Cultural Appropriation at Coachella

Education

Oxford college introduces compulsory classes on ‘cultural appropriation’ for students

Hoop Earrings Are My Culture, Not Your Trend

Indigenous advocates call on UN to make cultural appropriation illegal
Basic educational standards are racist

Math is racist: How data is driving inequality

By Almea Rawlins September 6, 2016: 5:24 PM ET

Peak 2017: Math Is Now Racist

Math education is “unjust and grounded in a legacy of institutional discrimination”

A discussion on science developed into the truly liberate this week at the University of Cape Town (UCT)...

The meeting of artists and faculty at UCT featured one student saying Science as a whole is a product of Western modernity and the whole thing should be anti-racist, especially in Africa.

Teaching maths perpetuates white privilege, says university professor.

Feminist prof: ‘Traditional science’ racist, needs to be replaced with ‘anti-science’ approach

Is Science Racist?: New Book Takes on Race as Cultural Construct

Is ‘Science Racist’?: New Book Takes on Race as Cultural Construct

Saying you are English is racist, claims TV’s Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen: Changing Rooms presenter gives his views during magazine interview

Will Changing the Rules of Grammar Eliminate Racism?

Top UK university to swap portraits of bearded white scholars with wall of diversity

Teacher called racist for telling student to speak English

College writing center: Proper grammar perpetuates ‘racist,’ ‘unjust language structure’
4. “Race is a social construct” (aka “White people do not exist”)
(White people exist when they need someone to blame for all of the World’s problems though).
5. Anti-natalism (but only for White people)

Your baby is racist, and causes climate change, and will ruin your relationship, and will give you cancer, and stuff.
Want to fight climate change? Have fewer children

Next best actions are selling your car, avoiding flights and going vegetarian, according to study into true impacts of different green lifestyle choices

More migrant workers needed to offset ageing population, says IMF

Fund’s report advises advanced economies against greater controls on migration
6. Immigration and diversity are necessary and wonderful
Yes, Diversity Is About Getting Rid Of White People (And That’s A Good Thing)

By Emily Goodstein, May 20th 2015

Here’s why we need more diversity in AI

At the Fast Company European Innovation Festival in Milan today, tech executives discussed how artificial intelligence is only as good as the data that trains it.

Why children’s books that teach diversity are more important than ever

If you think back to your childhood, what sticks with you? For many people, it’s those cozy times when they were cuddled up with a parent or grandparent, being read a story.

4 REASONS WHY CLASSROOMS NEED DIVERSITY EDUCATION

New Hampshire, 94 Percent White, Asks: How Do You Diversify a Whole State?

Katie Couric: News needs more diversity at the top

Abraar Karan: Why we need more diversity in our doctors

We need more diversity in science and tech jobs (opinion)

The movement to change what a doctor looks like is a daily, incremental effort

New Hampshire, 94 Percent White, Asks: How Do You Diversify a Whole State?

Michelle Obama: “There Are Too Many White People”

Susan Rice Complains “There Are Too Many White People in Top Government Positions”

Apple’s ‘Diversity’: We’re Proud To Hire Less White, Heterosexual, Christian White Men

EU video contest entry rejected for ‘too many’ white people, Christian crosses; not enough migrants

Student Op-Ed: Too Many White People in Outdoor Clubs

QUALITY

Does U.S. Healthcare Need More Diverse Leadership?

The Hospitale (2016) 2016

Author(s): [Editors Name]
7. White people being demographically replaced: Good for society, but not actually happening
Simultaneously a conspiracy theory but also the best thing ever.
Without new immigrants, by the middle of the century the nation's population would begin to decline, the elderly would account for nearly one in four Americans and non-Hispanic whites would...
White fear of demographic change is a powerful psychological force

Increasing diversity could make America a more hostile place.

By Brian Resnick | @B_resnick | brian@vox.com | Updated Jan 26, 2017, 12:30pm EST

HUFFPOST SHOW 04/18/2015 12:36 am ET | Updated Apr 20, 2015

So You’re About To Become A Minority...

By Ryan Buxton

The US will become ‘minority white’ in 2045, Census projects

Youthful minorities are the engine of future growth

William H. Frey — Wednesday, March 14, 2018

The Year White People Will Become a Minority in America Has Been Declared

We’re at the end of white Christian America. What will that mean?

By Marcie Bianco
Dec 11 2014

It's Official: The U.S. is Becoming a Minority-Majority Nation

Census data shows there are more minority children under age 5 than whites.

By Noor Wazwaz, Contributor July 6, 2015, at 5:14 p.m.
8. Outbreeding/miscegenation propaganda

It’s everywhere. I’m not going to include masses of examples of this.
9. Blackwashing in media

Barnes & Noble Fifth Avenue to launch sales of classic novels with new covers promoting diversity
@amNewYork pwne.ws/2GU1jN2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACHILLES</td>
<td>Troy: Fall of a City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROMAN SOLDIER</td>
<td>BBC Teach (website)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARGARET OF ANJOU</td>
<td>The Hollow Crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIAR TUCK</td>
<td>Robin Hood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUINEVERE</td>
<td>Merlin Series 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VICTORIAN SOLDIER</td>
<td>Dr Who</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The media is erasing redheads
10. Biased Google search results
11. The results of this propaganda

What’s the next stage of progression in a society in which the entire population has been weaponized against one racial/ethnic group? It doesn’t take a genius to work this one out.
Nordic countries have ‘disturbingly high levels of rape’ despite equality initiatives, says Amnesty

Acid attack in Paris subway station

Germany’s acid attack victim awarded €250,000 in damages

Edinburgh woman seriously injured after doorstep ‘acid’ attack

We Can Replace Them

White Fragility Is Racial Violence

White people calling for “unity”: Your good intentions aren’t enough

White People Won’t Be Calling Shots For Long

10 ways white people are more racist than they realize

Number of grenade attacks in Sweden

2012 0 borders opened to refugees

2014 8

2015 48

2016 52

White men must be stopped; the very future of mankind depends on it

In Memoriam

1914 1918

1939 1945

We Are Replacing You

This Jew Will Replace You

PARIS TERROR

120 dead in six attacks
Man Who Killed Heather Heyer at Charlottesville Sentenced to Life in Prison, Plus 419 Years

James Fields, 22, will spend the rest of his life behind bars for driving a car into a crowd of counterprotesters, killing one and injuring dozens.

EJ DICKSON

Man who tossed 5-year-old from Mall of America balcony gets 19 years

By Max Borgen
June 3, 2019 | 5:46 am

The heartless Minnesota man who lobbed a 5-year-old from a third-story Mall of America balcony because he was upset over women rejecting him will spend 19 years in prison for the heinous act, a judge ruled Monday.

Emmanuel Aranda, 24, pleaded guilty to attempted murder in May following the April 12 attack, in which he threw young Landen Hoffmann 40 feet from a balcony.

TEEN RAPISTS RELEASED: Outrage as convicted German rape gang WALK FREE from court despite leaving victim, 14, for dead — after judge says attackers ‘appeared to feel sorry’

Graphic video evidence filmed by accomplice shows teen attackers assaulting victim with bottles and a torch

By NEIL SANGER
September 28, 2019 | 6:25 pm | Updated: September 29, 2019 | 2:59 pm

A GANG of teens who raped a 14-year-old girl and left her for dead have walked free from court — despite graphic video evidence of their assault.

Prosecutors are set to challenge the soft suspended sentences handed down last week following a closed trial in Hamburg, Germany.

Shame... One of the teen attackers hides his face during sentencing.

Ursula Haverbeck: 88-year-old Holocaust denier given six-month prison sentence

She claims the Holocaust did not take place and there were no gas chambers at the Auschwitz Nazi death camp

Maya Oppenheim | @msoppenheim | Wednesday 18 October 2017 09:30 BST | 471 comments

An 88-year-old woman, who has a string of previous convictions related to Holocaust denial, has been handed a six-month prison sentence for denying Nazi Germany’s mass murder of six million Jews.
Anti-White Hate Crimes

until white people are shot, attacked, killed, stabbed, abused, unfairly treated in the court of law, judged, mocked etc, unprovoked, just because of the colour of their skin, white people CAN NOT be victims of racism.

2:25 PM - 1 Jun 2019
41,610 Retweets 122,466 Likes

Race-hate attacker who SPAT into a nine-month-old BABY'S face and shouted 'white people shouldn't breed' at her mother walks free


• Rezzas Abdulla has previous convictions for race-hate attacks on white women

The Americas

Black man sentenced to 25 years for hate-crime killing of white man in NYC - breaking911.com/black-man-sent...

14/09/2017, 3:05 am
125 RETWEETS 150 LIKES

"Kill all white people": Suspect in killings of 5 white men made threat in 2014. MSM silent about this serial killer

14/09/2017, 3:05 am
125 RETWEETS 150 LIKES

'Kill all white people': Suspect in killings of five white men made threat in 2014
kansascity.com

Maniac yells 'I hate white people,' punches 84-year-old man on subway

LAURA DIMON, GRAHAM RAYMAN
AUG 29, 2017 8:06 PM

Suspect killed 3 on Fresno, California, streets and said he hates white people, police say. All 3 victims were white
apne.ws/2peGhvW

18/04/2017, 9:56 pm
The Americas

Punching white woman after yelling 'I hate white people' not hate crime, judge rules

By Andrew Stiles
Published July 06, 2016
Head Street

Black Man Pushes White Woman Into Traffic Because He ‘Hates White People’

by Brooke Bosco | Top Right News

A 34-year-old black man in Cincinnati pushed a white woman into oncoming traffic on the street because he said he “hates white people.”

'Kill all white people': Racist serial killer is indicted for killing THREE more hikers in random attacks bringing the total body count to six

By Jessica Finn For DailyMail.com and Associated Press
13:43, 03 Mar 2018, updated 14:21, 03 Mar 2018

Boy, 9, found hanged ‘was bullied for being white’

- Aaron Bogmire, nine, found hanged at Birmingham home by his mother
- Believed to be Britain’s second youngest suicide caused by bullying
- Boy’s school was named a ‘bad school’
- Family say he was bullied and threatened with death

This is solely based on race': Self-proclaimed rapper who screamed 'Allahu Akbar' before randomly shooting dead three people on Fresno street had nothing to do with terrorism - he just wanted to kill white people, say cops

By Anna Hopkins For DailyMail.com
19:34 18 Apr 2017, updated 12:36 26 Apr 2017

Rapist told woman he can't be a virgin 'because you're white' as he attacked her

Ahmed Abdoule told the woman that she was 'not the only girl who was going to get raped' (Picture: MEN Media)

Black woman bashed white woman on head with make-up box, shouted slurs: cops nyp.st/2JH30kN

By DailyMail.com
15/06/2018, 6:42 am

ABC 7 News - WJLA
@ABC7News

Police: Black woman declares, 'I hate white people' before attacking white
Ride On bus passengers: wjla.com/news/crime/blab... (via @ABC7Kevin)
I'll say it again. White Lives Don't Matter.

As white lives.

7:55 am · 23 Jun 2020 · Twitter Web App

1.2K Retweets 383 Likes

Burnley fan responsible for 'white lives matter' stunt sacked from his job

Jake Hepple, 24, was dismissed from Lancashire-based Paradigm Precision on Wednesday - and his girlfriend has been fired too.

By Lucia Binding, News reporter @lucia_binding

1984: Girlfriend of man behind “white lives matter” banner FIRED from her job

Thanks to everyone who wrote to @Twitter: the ludicrous ban has been lifted. I am therefore delighted to share with you personally, that last night Cambridge promoted me to a full Professorship. The hate mails & threats are coming in non-stop but @CambridgeCops are following up

12:49 pm · 25 Jun 2020 · Twitter Web App
Mass Shooters 2019

Every person charged with or arrested for shooting 4+ people in a single incident

Note: 144 Mass shooters for the year, as listed.

Of these, 38 suspects have been identified as Black or Latino and 1 white.
The remaining ones have no suspect information.

Also, of the 144 mass shooters shootings in 2019, 23 in Chicago, 18 in Baltimore, 7 in Washington/WDC,
and 1 in Philadelphia.

All of this is according to my personal research which consisted of going to every single incident on the Wikipedia page for mass shootings and reading local news articles about them. It is wrong about something given me the up-to-date information.
We already have a magical crystal ball into which we can peer to view our future — it’s called “South Africa.”

Don’t invite people on your shows to argue that there is a white genocide in South Africa. There is not a white genocide in South Africa. This is not a “both sides” situation. This is the president pushing white nationalist propaganda.